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Editorial including parts of the
Chairman’s Report to AGM October 2009
When I was looking for inspiration for this report in the latest Newsletter and my last
year‟s report, I realised that almost all the notes that Sarah and I had made (which were
to be the bones of this report) have already been covered, and that so much of last
year‟s report is still applicable.
There are however a few extra things I need to report on, the first being our relationship
with the University. There has recently (September 2009) been a meeting of internal
University Stakeholders, ie Estates, College of Natural Sciences, Education, Assistant
Registrar and students. John Latchford, SBS Health and Safety officer was also there.
It was a positive meeting, Nigel said, so now we wait to be called to an external
Stakeholders meeting.
We have put our case to Steve Hawkins as to what we think is achievable, given that we
are all at full stretch. The University wants Treborth to be cost neutral within two years
and the Friends to be the senior partners in any legal agreement. This legal agreement
is vital for the secure future of Treborth and we hope it can be worked out soon. We
did promise you a meeting when there was definite action but the wheels grind
exceeding slow. Likewise our proposed liaison with the National Botanic Garden of
Wales is being dealt with at a departmental level now but there is no movement and no
information to date either which is very frustrating.
We have achieved so much this year and Treborth has been a hive of activity most of
the time – in fact it gets busier every year. We have so much support and goodwill
from everyone who comes, yet we are still short of gardeners (PS End of November –
we have had a few more willing volunteers). This support and goodwill is very much in
evidence at Plant Sales – three very successful ones this year, all like mini-Open Days.
They have raised well over £3000 in total. We also have had the Botanical Beats
concerts organised by the students which have raised about £1600 this year, all spent on
maintaining, nurturing and improving the Garden. We have become a proper
community.
I would like to conclude by thanking everyone who helps in any way at Treborth but
especially that hardy band of volunteers who give so much of their time, effort and
expertise to the Garden and who in reality do most of the gardening in all weathers.
Everyone is important and valued at Treborth especially our increasingly numerous
students who give so much of their free time in one way or another to ensuring
Treborth‟s future success.
We would also like to thank all contributors to the Newsletter for their time and effort,
and if anyone has a piece to offer for the next issue in May, please contact Angela on
act.celyn@gmail.com The deadline will be early April.
Judith Hughes
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A very important P.S.
2010 is Treborth’s 50th Anniversary year and also the U.N. Year of Biodiversity. We
will be celebrating both in the Summer so watch for details in the May Newsletter and
for posters at Treborth.

Curator’s Report December 2009
Academically the Autumn Semester is a busy time during which I run undergraduate
lecture and practical modules in Plant Diversity and Aspects of the British Flora as well
as attending an overseas field course (this year The Gambia) and running a North Wales
field course for Kew Diploma students. Additionally there are a dozen final year
student projects to supervise.
The help received from Paul Lewis in his capacity as Horticultural Scholar, and the
volunteer efforts of all the Friends and students are particularly welcome at such busy
times in the academic calendar.
It is fair to say that the current direct undergraduate academic usage of Treborth has
never been higher.
It is very pleasing to report a major resurgence of interest in the rhizotron. Professor
Tom DeLuca has submitted a research proposal entitled „Nitrogen and phosphorus
acquisition strategies in bracken as a driver of successional dynamics and competitive
success.‟ If successful this would support a refurbishment of the rhizotron to enable
direct observation and manipulation of bracken growth in situ, the first study of its kind.
Tom has also been involved with another grant proposal to establish a phenology
monitoring programme using Treborth and its volunteers. This scheme would fit in
with European-wide studies linked into climate change. I am grateful to Sophie
Williams for contributing to these plans.
Treborth‟s reputation at international level has been greatly enhanced in the last few
months by the following:
a. the publication of a 2000 word article about the Garden in the Journal of Botanic
Gardens Conservation International (BGCI)
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b. the attendance of one of our prominent students, Anthony Piggott at a Europeanwide conference in Helsinki on Botanic Gardens and their role in conservation and
climate change studies
c. the attendance of another very active student, Tom Cockbill at BGCI‟s 7 th
International Conference on Education in Botanic Gardens in Durban, S. Africa.
Contributions at such levels reflect very well on Treborth and I am very grateful to
Sophie Williams, Anthony and Tom for their outstanding efforts in this capacity; and
also to the Friends for financial help towards attendance at the conferences.
The newly formed Collections sub group is making excellent headway in defining the
criteria for plant acquisitions in line with best practice in other major botanic gardens.
One of the most significant physical changes to Treborth has been the severe pruning
back of the tall Griselinia hedge between the glasshouses and the western end of the
arboretum. Originally planted in c.1970 this hedge had grown to an unmanageable
height and breadth and its ultimate pruning has been undertaken with great care and
commitment by Dick Loxton and a team of hard working student volunteers.
Associated with this massive effort, the same team has cleared the plot bordering the
tarmac parking area once dominated by the Ulmus „Sapporro Gold‟. The plans for this
area have not yet been finalised but may well include an attractive formal welcoming
point for the Garden with an information board and gathering area for visiting groups.
There would be scope for a special low level landscaped plant collection at this point.
An enhanced entry to the arboretum would fit in well here again with proper
interpretation.
It is pleasing to see progress on the wildlife pond area despite the inclement weather
(250mm of rain in November) and likewise dramatic improvements in the woodland
where volunteers, including an enthusiastic group from the Countryside Council for
Wales (CCW) have eradicated Snowberry near the waterfall thus ridding the natural
environment of a problematic alien and recreating a dramatic view of the Menai Strait
and the waterfall.
Tenders have been issued by Gwynedd County Council for remedial tree work along
the main woodland path ahead of major works to establish a Coastal Footpath through
the Garden. In addition there will be some limited tree felling along the lower part of
the main access drive in order to insert a new natural looking path through the lower
arboretum effectively separating pedestrians from the road which can be busy at times.
Recent delays by the University‟s Estates Dept in signing the CCW Management
Agreement so painstakingly negotiated by Gerry Downing are disappointing but now
seem finally resolved. So we are now really looking forward to progressing this
significant woodland management scheme in the New Year along with the Better
Woodlands for Wales management commitments. The recent return of red squirrels to
Treborth is another incentive to get the woodland management right.
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It will be good to celebrate the conclusion and/or significant progress on one or more of
the woodland and pond schemes in the Garden‟s 50th year.
A Treborth Operational Group has recently been established and held its first meeting
on 10 December. Membership includes the Friends as well as Estates and it is chaired
by the Safety Officer of the College of Natural Sciences. The Group will help clarify
who does what at Treborth.
Finally the completion of an assessment report by Paul Lewis on improving Treborth‟s
energy efficiency is well timed as CNS and in particular Tom De Luca are actively
investigating ways to reduce the Garden‟s carbon footprint and consider novel ways of
producing and conserving heat energy.
Nigel Brown

Gardening Basics Course
After running the successful Plants for People course in 2008, there were several
requests for the Friends to run a similar course for members. There was particular
interest in gardening techniques. So we have set up a Gardening Basics course which
will start with five sessions on: fruit and vegetables (6th Feb 2010), soil preparation
(13th March), propagation (17th April), design and planting (17th May), and composting
(9th October). Each session will cost £5 for members, £10 for non members, and £2.50
for students.
A booking form was included with your last newsletter, and can be found on our
website linked to Gardening Basics item in Events. Or contact Sarah Edgar to ask for a
form (write to Sarah at Treborth or email info@treborthbotanicgarden.org).

Sarah Edgar
Quote – Unquote
To a man with brown fmgers, a plant may just as well be inanimate, and by the time he
is finished with it, it is.
Christopher Lloyd
To get the best results you must talk to your vegetables.
Prince Charles
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Red Squirrels on the move…..
The red squirrel, Sciurus vulgaris, on
Anglesey is moving up numerically and
outward geographically: twelve years ago
there were just 30 or so individuals on the
brink of extinction, while today there are
estimated to be about 300 on the island; in
October this year, one red squirrel was seen
in Treborth Gardens and another in the
Faenol Estate. On Anglesey, reversal in their
decline and increase in numbers has been
achieved through systematic eradication of
grey squirrels and a series of successful reintroductions in Newborough Forest, Henllys
Hall and Plas Newydd among others.

Cartoon by Philip Snow .

Their crossing over into Gwynedd presents exciting possibilities and challenges – while
it represents natural movement of a protected species into new territory, it requires us to
ensure their survival by clearing the area of grey squirrels. A daunting task some would
say but one that has to be undertaken
just like it was on Anglesey 12 years
ago.
As a community initiative,
Anglesey Red Squirrel Project and its
officer Dr Craig Shuttleworth have set
the blueprint for red squirrel
conservation and there are conservation
groups up and down the country trying
to save their red squirrels.
The Red Squirrel Survival Trust, a
National charity under the patronage of
HRH Prince Charles, was launched
earlier this year. The European Squirrel
Initiative (ESI) has been trying to halt
the rise of the grey squirrels from Italy
into the rest of Europe and save it from
a fate similar to Britain.

Anglesey Red Squirrel

To readers of this Newsletter, the tasks and responsibilities of a „Friends‟ group need no
elaboration; our „Friends of the Anglesey Red Squirrels Trust‟ arose, a decade ago, as a
protest group against the proposed felling of large areas of Mynydd Llwydiarth, where
the last surviving colony of island‟s red squirrels were hanging on to a precarious
existence. Our Membership grew steadily and we raised awareness about red squirrel
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conservation and all that it entails through education, organised lectures, conferences
and events.
Working with schools forms a substantial and very gratifying part of our activities – our
team members give talks to school children, take them on red squirrel nature trails and
engage them in activities like tree planting and building nest boxes. We have created
teaching resources and all primary schools on Anglesey are members of our group; they
can see live images of red squirrels on our web site www.redsquirrels.info.
Raj W Jones
Friends of the Anglesey Red Squirrels Trust

Weather and Wildlife, mid August – early December 2009
Month

August
September
October
November
December

Rainfall
mm
113.1
42.5
95.6
250.1
112.4

inches
4.45
1.67
3.76
9.85
4.43

Temperature (degrees C)
Max.
22.0
18.0
19.0
15.0
12.5

Min.
11.25
7.5
4.5
3.0
-1.0

Days
20 degree
or above
10
0
0
0
0

Rain
Days
19
11
15
26
26

What became of all those Painted Lady butterflies and of course the hordes of rabbits I
highlighted in the last newsletter? Well the former continued to charm until mid
October though not in the spectacular manner of the first brood I reported on then. A
sunless, humid August depressed the second brood but much brighter drier conditions
after that encouraged flight activity. Interestingly observers on the south coast of
England were to make the first unequivocal records of a return southerly migration by
this species, long suspected but never proven – numerous sightings of natural southerly
movements on a broad front were reported during mid October.
As for the rabbits they maintained an unwelcome presence but their numbers did not
exceed the mid summer multitudes as myxomatosis exerted a degree of control. Stoats
continued to hunt them down but surprisingly there was no observable increase in any
other mammalian predators.
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Spring and summer‟s absence of Greenfinches (Carduelis chloris) had saddened me but
as we slipped into autumn I began to note them again – just one or two, and not
regularly either, but at least a presence. It would be interesting to know whether they
are of local origin or whether they are transients from further afield, northern England
for example (ringing recoveries have identified natural autumn dispersal of individual
Greenfinch into N Wales from various parts of Lancashire and Cheshire).
Many times I have remarked on the activity of Ravens (Corvus corax) at Treborth –
they are a charismatic species with great physical presence. One or two pairs breed at
Treborth each year and I strongly suspect that at least one of the pairs has been resident
here for many years judging by continued usage of the same nest site and the use of
familiar, characteristic calls. Ravens are long-lived, monogamous and nest site faithful
and naturally assume a daily presence and regular routine in any chosen site.
But all that has changed. In mid October Treborth‟s Ravens vanished. The woodland
no longer echoed to their pruuk and cronk, nor experienced the transitory quickening
shadow and draught of air as one metre of iridescent, melanin-coated wing stroked their
aerial territory. Always one of the first sounds of the day, the silence of ravens was
shocking.
What could explain this situation? A possible link was the discovery of two recently
dead Buzzards (Buteo buteo) on the nearby Playing Fields a few days before. Both
corpses showed no obvious signs of injury and were well muscled with sufficient fat.
Such an unexpected find deserved attention and we called in a Defra inspector to begin
an investigation into possible poisoning, a move supported by the RSPB and local
wildlife crime police officer. To date we have not had the autopsy results but
personally I strongly suspect that the Buzzards were poisoned. I also think that they
were part of the Treborth population which like Raven had been doing well with two
pairs resident. The discovery of the corpses coincided with fewer daily sightings in the
Garden.
Fearing a link we searched for any evidence of dead Ravens in the woodland and
Garden but no sign. Until we have the autopsy results we shall remain in the dark but
the whole episode is deeply troubling and has inflicted a real blow to the sanctity of
Treborth, a place where the wildlife is welcome and highly valued as part of the living
fabric of the place. Incidents of wildlife poisoning are up nationally and include both
directed criminal activities against birds of prey such as Peregrine Falcon (Falco
peregrinus) as well as collateral loss affecting a wide range of carrion feeders
(including Raven and Buzzard) resulting from indiscriminate poisoning of carcasses to
control foxes. You will recall that it continues to surprise me that Treborth hosts so few
foxes and I wonder if their numbers are being artificially, locally reduced by poisoning
– if that were the case then it might explain these recent losses of Buzzard and Raven –
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but we shall have to wait judgement until the results of the post mortem analysis are
known.
On a more optimistic note it is pleasing to note that we still enjoy the mewing of
Buzzards in the Garden – their population had not been entirely wiped out. And after
three weeks without the sound of Ravens we detected a minor comeback with the
somewhat hesitant calls of almost certainly a new individual along the wooded Menai
Strait margin. Little by little the frequency and confidence of the calling has increased
and although the bird (or birds) responsible have not yet adopted all the territorial posts
of the former residents there is a clear trend of encroachment and increased level of
aerial activity. What a welcome response. With good numbers of Raven locally the
pressure for territories is probably intense and unoccupied sites quickly attract
newcomers.
Talking of newcomers many of you will know by now that Red Squirrel (Sciurus
vulgaris) was recorded at Treborth during routine survey work by Craig Shuttleworth
this autumn. It was a young male and subsequent genetic analysis indicates that it
originated from re-introductions at Plas Newydd on Anglesey, most probably traversing
the Menai Strait via the rail deck of the Britannia Bridge. At the same time another Red
Squirrel was observed on the south side of the Menai Strait at Faenol.
The last Red Squirrel sighting at Treborth was September 1976 and I remember it well
– it was my first year as curator and an amazingly long hot summer. A single adult Red
Squirrel was feeding on hazel nuts by the big ash tree at the edge of the Garden, almost
opposite the curator‟s house. It had climbed an oak tree to enjoy its mini feast and was
quite unperturbed by my presence. Had I realised that this was to be the last sighting
for 33 years I imagine that I would have never let it out of my sights! Now that the
species has made a welcome return it is very helpful to have expertise on hand to advise
on future management in the woodland as well as scientifically based monitoring.
Craig Shuttleworth heads up a team of interested parties including the University,
wildlife trust, the biodiversity officer for Gwynedd, Countryside Council for Wales and
of course the Anglesey Friends of Red Squirrels represented by Raj Jones who has
kindly provided an inspiring update on the Anglesey Red Squirrel Project for this
newsletter.
If Red Squirrels are to survive and expand on the Bangor side of the Strait it is essential
that Grey Squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis) are reduced if not eradicated as they carry
Squirrel Pox Virus and Adeno Virus, lethal pathogens for Red Squirrels but not Greys.
To this end Grey Squirrel control will be significantly stepped up in 2010.
Moths have been fairly unremarkable over the last few months with very few migrant
species, the trapping of four Vestals (Rhodometra sacraria) on the 28/29th and 29/30th
October being exceptional. This attractive Geometrid moth varies in colour and pattern
depending on the temperature of the area in which it matures at the pupa stage.
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Migrants from S Europe and N Africa are brighter and more yellow than those
populations which have been raised further north in France. Interestingly my cousin
who traps moths regularly in Somerset had the same species on the same nights
illustrating how widespread such migratory movements are – so it isn‟t just Painted
Lady butterflies which demonstrate mass movements. A mass emergence as opposed to
massed immigration occurred on two nights in early December – after nights of
virtually nothing quite unexpectedly we witnessed two surges of resident December
Moths (Poecilocampa populi), 57 on 5th/6th and 54 on 8th/9th Dec. Interestingly too,
they were, with only 4 exceptions, all male. This highly seasonal moth will be on the
wing until early January and then the next generation will survive the rest of winter as
eggs laid on the branches of various native trees such as oak. My thanks to Lynwen
Lloyd–Hughes, Louise Hackett, Pat Denne, Paul Lewis and Anthony Pigott for vital
help with the nightly moth recording.
Fungi have been fructiferous this late summer/autumn period due no doubt to the wet
conditions. Perhaps the highlight of the season at Treborth has been at least two mass
„hatchings‟ of Stinkhorn eggs; but not the Common Stinkhorn (Phallus impudicus).
Instead this was the Dog Stinkhorn (Mutinus caninus) which is far less common in our
area. It is a smaller species than its better-known cousin, with an orangey fertile tip and
an ovoid egg. Several hundred appeared simultaneously beneath Douglas Fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) in the arboretum, firstly in mid October and secondly in early
November.
November witnessed severe wind and rain and the main lawns were temporarily placed
out of bounds to avoid damage and people slipping. Numerous trees of all ages fell or
slumped into one another as their root plates slid in the super saturated soil. Despite
such physical assault autumn leaves clung on long into the month punctuating the
autumn gloom with a final, defiant show of seasonal colour.
Nigel Brown, Curator

Quote – Unquote
Flowers seem intended for the solace of ordinary humanity.
John Ruskin
There is material enough in a single flower for the ornament of a score of cathedrals.
John Ruskin
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Waste Not, Want Not…
In July 2009, an edited extract from a book published by Penguin called “Waste:
Uncovering the Global Food Scandal” by Tristram Stuart, appeared in the FT weekend
magazine. It is a very powerful piece and worthy of review in itself.
Tristram Stuart tells us how as a teenager he was given gallons of waste food from his
school kitchens to feed his Gloucester Old Spot sow Gudrun and her offspring. The
kitchen staff were paid in pork! This set him on the road of collecting waste food for
his hens and bartering eggs for potatoes.
The first paragraph had whet my appetite for this book and I read how he came to
realise that most food thrown away both then and now is still perfectly edible. He
quotes John Locke, whose words he read years later, expounding the idea that if people
let food perish in their possession they lost the right to own it – “If the fruits rotted or
the venison putrefied before he could spend it he offended against the common law of
nature.”
It seems that his experiences up to this point were crystallised in these words and led
him on a journey of campaigning against food waste. In one day, a grocery store can
easily throw out enough to feed more than 100 people, and 484 million pots of yoghurt
are thrown away every year in Britain.
Apparently not only supermarkets are culpable: smaller food outlets waste considerable
amounts too. “If the retail price of any item is two or three times the cost price, the
stores will choose to waste two of each product rather than lose even just one sale by
selling out of it. This is the critical equation.”
Tristram Stuart then goes on to tell how he processed waste food from London markets
to stock his larder and to tell us how „salvaging‟ can provide a model for the reduction
of food waste for retailers and individuals alike. He tells us that most people would not
willingly consign tracts of Amazon rainforest to destruction simply through a few trips
to the shops, but we do it every day. Through the developed world, food is treated as a
disposable commodity, disconnected from the social and environmental impact of its
production.
The extract ends with a powerful call to arms. I quote:
“Consumers must simply stop wasting food. The history of human society shows that
frugality comes in cycles. In times of plenty, waste is an affordable luxury but as soon
as resources are stretched, voices urging parsimony come to the fore. Jesus Christ,
Muhammad, John Locke all repeated the same message – that wasting food is wrong.
In this time of recession and thrift, food waste is at least beginning to decline. With the
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global population expected to reach 9 billion by 2050, the question remains whether,
this time round, we can learn the lessons for good.”
Food for thought (and action) so to speak!
Judith Hughes

Alpine Garden Society and Friends of Treborth Botanic Garden
Invite you to join them on a visit to

THE GARDENS OF THE MIDLANDS
Either 7th – 10th September or 14th –17th September 2010
VENUE-: WORCESTER AREA
POSSIBLE GARDENS TO BE VISITED
Birmingham Botanic Garden(on way down)
Picton Gardens Malvern Hills (National Collection Holders of Michaelmas Daises
Alpine Garden society Garden, Evesham
Bob Brown's Nursery, Pershore (Unusual Plants)
Eastgrove Cottage Garden, Little Witley (unusual and noted garden)
Whitlenge Garden, Hartlebury. ("piece of heaven on earth")
Witley Court(Well restored garden)
Stonehouse Cottage Garden, Kidderminster( Walled garden and nursery)
Dorothy Clive Garden(on the way home)
And many, many more. The final selection will be made and a full programme and
booking form will be sent with the summer newsletter and programme (Alpine
Members) and The Treborth Newsletter (for their members)
Please try and join us for a good trip
For further information needed, any ideas that could make the trip more interesting or
little gems we could visit, if possible, please contact:
HAZEL CAVE
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01492 622868

Dogs and Treborth
The Friends have written a leaflet to be passed out to dog walkers. This is the text
which we thought might be of interest to members.
DOG ACTIVITY AT TREBORTH BOTANIC GARDEN
Dog walkers are some of the most important visitors and supporters of Treborth;
however dogs can cause problems for the successful running of the Garden. This leaflet
is designed to involve you, as a regular user of this special place, in improving the
management and hence everyone‟s enjoyment of the garden.
Problem 1. Number of dog walkers
The number of dog walkers using the site at any one time is not great - however over
the course of a week the number of visits is well into the hundreds. This figure is
rising, adding additional pressure on the site, and resulting in the need for this advice.
Problem 2. Disturbance to specimens
Treborth is a Botanic Garden and therefore has a scientific collection of plants. This
collection is used for organised teaching from primary to post graduate level students,
and for extra curricular teaching of members of the public. Damage to plants caused by
dogs not kept on leads is limiting this resource; and it is soul destroying for all the
volunteers putting in time and effort to keep the gardens open for all users. Dogs off
the lead are also causing damage to the lawns which detracts from the overall beauty
and enjoyment of the formal gardens.
Problem 3. Dog mess
The unpleasantness and health risks associated with dog mess left on site are of the
highest concern as increasing numbers of people are using the gardens. Use of the
Garden is growing across all user groups, but we are particularly concerned about the
potential contamination hazards for visiting school children (whose activities include
exploration of the gardens) and for our volunteers carrying out essential maintenance
work outside.
Problem 4. Disturbance to the woodland SSSI
Treborth is not only a formal garden. The woodland has been designated as a Site of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Dogs roaming off the lead in the woods are having a
negative effect on the biodiversity of the site which in turn is resulting in the site being
less suitable for students to carry projects as part of the degrees or school projects.
Treborth is funded and run by volunteers as a resource for the local community. We
would very much appreciate it if you would take notice of these problems we are facing
and get in touch with any ideas for solutions. At present the rule on dog walking is that
dogs must be kept on leads at all times both in the formal garden and in the woodland.
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If you are using the Garden for exercising your dog, the responsibility for clearing up
dog mess lies with you. Please take it home and dispose of it safely. There is nothing
worse for children on fungus forays or bug hunts, or for volunteers weeding flower
beds, than to come into contact with dog excrement.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who do take responsibility for
your dogs and hope your enjoyment of the garden continues.
Sarah Edgar
Secretary

Paniculate Plantains
One of the joys of being an adult education tutor is the interesting items that
participants bring in to challenge your brain. One dull October 2008 morning, David
Evans from Weston, Shropshire, strolled into the classroom carrying a large carrier bag
containing a 50cm high specimen of Plantago major (Greater Plantain) with a large
pyramidal branched inflorescence found on a roadside verge near Marchamley in
lowland north Shropshire. Looking deceptively innocent, he asked me if I knew what it
was.
Martin Cragg-Barber, author of Botanical Monstrosities, kindly provided the answer
that it could be a form called „Tony Lewis‟ (a “besom plantain” or a “plantain with
spoky tufts”), arising from spontaneous mutation. This type of mutation has long been
known and John Gerard the herbalist from Nantwich (1545-1612) referred to them as
besom plantains.
The Victorian botanists gave the name teratology to describe the study of plant
monstrosities. Maxwell T Masters produced a comprehensive treatment of the subject
in a book called Vegetable Teratology, published by the Ray Society in 1869.
There are many known causes of teratogenesis, including genetic mutation, insect
action, viral or bacterial damage, and exposure to radiation or to chemicals such as
insecticides.
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Plantains are one of our richest native genera for supplying aberrations both in the
garden and in the wild. Masters noted that “each Plantago species seems to have its
own perverse mode of growth, for instance the bracteate and paniculate forms are
almost exclusively confined to Plantago major, the roseate form to P. media and the
proliferous form to P. lanceolata.”

Inflorescence of Plantago major

Gardeners still seek out these botanical oddities with enthusiasm and the Plantain
family has a number of forms, such a „Rosularis‟, which arose from phyllody (a
condition where parts of a flower are replaced by leaf-like structures, generally caused
by a virus or bacteria carried by insects, but apparently happening spontaneously in
Plantago), „Atropurpurea‟, a dark-leaved plant and „Variegata‟. Some come true from
seed and can be purchased via the Internet from only £4.50!
Plantaginaceae has historically been known as a useful medicinal family. Plantago
psyllium (P. ovata) is used in laxatives.
Ruth Dawes
Member, Oswestry, Shropshire
References
Cragg-Barber, M. 1997. Botanical Monstrosities, A First Step in Plant Teratology. South West
Litho. Swindon.
Masters, M. T. 1869. Vegetable Teratology. Ray Society. London.
The Plant Finder. 2008. Royal Horticultural Society. Dorling Kindersley. London.
Email from Kew staff, 2008.
www.alternativeplants.co.uk
www.bioimages.org.uk
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Spring Bulbs
Several people have observed that some areas of the garden might benefit from a bit
more colour early in the year, and some spring bulbs might be an excellent way to
provide this. After some consultation with those more learned in the ways of
horticulture, Dick Loxton and his team of student volunteers bought and planted 300
bulbs. Below is a list of species, locations in the garden, and when you can expect to
see them in flower, so long as they don‟t get eaten by the resident charismatic mesofauna!
Old Pond area
Fritillaria meleagris (Snake‟s Head Fritillary) – April to May
Crocus tommasinianus (Woodland Crocus) – February to March
Narcissus recurvus (Pheasant Eye Daffodil) – March to April
Under the Birch Trees by the South African Border
Narcissus obvallaris (Tenby Daffodil) – April to May
Narcissus pseudonarcissus (Common Daffodil) – March
Around the Wollemia below the Pigeon Loft
Ornithogalum umbellatum (Star of Bethlehem) – April to May
These species were chosen in the hope that they will naturalise well in the areas where
they have been planted. All bulbs were sourced from a reputable nursery where they
are organically grown on site. Particular thanks to Dick for funding the project.
Jamie Stroud
Chairman, STAG.

Action Learning - places, space and partnerships for
Biodiversity and Human Well-being
Introduction
I attended the Botanic Garden Conservation International‟s (BGCI) 7 th International
Congress on Environmental Education in Botanic Gardens. The Congress was held in
Durban, South Africa and was attended by over 100 delegates from 25 countries
worldwide. I came away with both hope and inspiration for plant conservation and
botanic gardens in general. Botanic gardens have a huge potential to reach people at all
levels of society.
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The conference was kick-started by a talk by Brain Huntley the Former chief Executive
of the South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) and founder of the
Southern African Biodiversity Network (SABONET). His talk really „tugged at the
heart strings‟; going into depth about the reasons for botanic gardens and the need to
communicate to people the importance of plants and nature conservation. One of his
quotes sticks in my mind as I write this article, and I would like you to just pause and
consider this for a moment:
“Without plant diversity there is no fragrance to life,
no colour to life,
no beauty to life,
no flavour to life,
no zest to life,
Plants are life.”
Whichever way you look at it, be it from philosopher‟s, scientist‟s or political leader‟s
point of view this statement is true: plants are truly the essence of life. We as a society
need to consider the natural world around us and the part we play in it. From the start
this Congress showed the bigger picture; all the delegates had an opportunity to feed
into the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation and share ideas on how to present the
information to our Botanic Garden visitors.
During the Congress there were four major themes, which I will attempt to fill out in
this article, and later, in a report when all the information is released from BGCI:
1. Achieving the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (GSPC) and the
Millennium Development Goals (MDG) through Education
It has been recognised internationally that education within botanic gardens has
significantly helped towards the GSPC, and to this end the Target 14 statement is set to
stay unchanged for the next GSPC in 2020. However it was made clear by the majority
of the delegates that there is an urgent need to communicate our messages well in
advance of 2015. We know the important messages we need to convey and we should
not lose time waiting for the policies to be in place before communicating them.
Education within botanic gardens is helping achieve many of the other targets set by the
GSPC and the MDGs.
Examples of messages from the GSPC are:
Target 1: acquiring a full working global list of plant names.
Target 16: developing networks and skill sharing – this one is especially important for
Treborth to achieve.
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2. Ways of Learning towards Environmental Justice
There were many examples throughout the Congress that showed how botanic gardens
can link both social and environmental concerns. One of these examples was given by
Janelle Hatherly from the Botanic Gardens Trust, Sydney, entitled „Beyond the Garden
Walls‟. She was inspired by a programme which was developed by Brooklyn Botanic
Garden in USA. This Garden went out into communities to deliver a service to create
gardens for people to meet in and grow vegetables, and where children could play and
learn. Janelle stated that this went “beyond greening the urban landscape and
community gardening, and towards building social cohesion and developing
community networking.”
Another inspiring example of reaching out to communities and schools in particular
was the Fairchild Challenge hosted by the Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden, USA.
This is a project that Treborth could really achieve with local schools. This programme
encourages pupils to focus on topical issues such as plants, plant conservation, carbon
dioxide, alternative energies and climate change. They can interpret these issues
through fashion shows, presentations, music, plays and debates. The school enters the
challenge programme and has to complete as many of the targets as possible to score
points. Caroline Lewis, the Director of Education, stated that it was all about giving
children opportunities and lots of praise and recognition for their achievements through
certificates, celebration events, and beneficial rewards for the school and individuals.
3. Climate Change and Botanic Gardens: Interpretation for Action
This is still a difficult subject for most people especially when there are constant
reminders of the doom and gloom which we as a species may face in the coming years.
However as a botanic garden we have the opportunity to try and turn this around and
put a positive spin on the subject. It was pleasant to see an exhibit by Chelsea Physic
Garden which gave visitors a reminder of the importance of plants and how much we
rely on them. The display used product containers as plant pots for that product, eg the
empty aloe hand cream tub was potted up with the aloe plant.
It has been found that young children are well informed about the problems and causes
of climate change and how to reduce its effects. However, we now need to concentrate
on the adults and policy makers of today: to act on, and try to implement change, as
these are the people who can actively change the course of the future. We also need to
concentrate on secondary age children as it was apparent during the Congress that little
or no work had been done to inspire and educate them about these important issues and
teach them about the natural world.
4. The Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD): plants,
sustainability, education and culture.
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Many of you will agree we need to connect people to the natural world both
individually and to gain support for the challenges we face as a society. There were
many examples during the Congress of botanic gardens getting out into the community
and really making a difference, from community gardening programmes to wildlife
gardening clubs for children, both here in the UK and all over the world. There are
large numbers of botanic gardens creatively addressing specific audiences, through:
Learning between young and older generations
Engaging children through storytelling and children‟s gardens
Going further than the garden walls
Using up-to-date technology to enhance the visitor experience
One of the key messages from this set of papers was that we need to combat „Plant
Blindness‟ - many people will look at an area of field and see only an ocean of green,
no matter how diverse the community of species within. We can do this through the
use of novel projects such as the Writhlington School‟s “Orchid Propagation is Child‟s
Play” scheme, giving GCSE students the opportunities to propagate and look after
orchids before and after school. They then sell the orchids to fund trips for the children
to visit places like the Himalayas and help fund orchid conservation there. If you want
to buy some orchids, you are recommended to visit their website
(www.wsbeorchids.org.uk). This is a brilliant example of giving children the
opportunities, skills and tools to make a real difference.
There were many concluding thoughts from the Congress but it may be best to leave
you with only a few for this article. However, it is planned to develop a larger report on
the Congress that will hopefully be available early in 2010. We need to make our
education schemes applicable to the individual, and simple, for the greatest impact, in
order to pass on knowledge to the young. Providing hand lenses to visitors is one way
of doing this.
Coming back to the opening talk by Brain Huntley, he also said that if we are to engage
with the challenges ahead we need to „think big, but start small; think global, but act
local‟. At Treborth, we should be proud because this sums up all the work that goes on
in and around the Garden.
Tom Cockbill
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FRIENDS AND ALPINE GARDEN SOCIETY COACH TRIP
SEPTEMBER 2010
The Friends of Treborth and the North Wales branch of the Alpine Garden Society are
combining forces again next year to arrange a garden tour for members. In 2009 it was
the south west of England, and the year before it was south Wales, and in 2010 it will
be Worcestershire.
Members will be based in Great Malvern in the Abbey Hotel, which is very central with
easy access to the town, the Priory Church, the Winter Gardens and a walk to St Ann‟s
Well for the energetic.
The programme of garden visits is not definite yet but is likely to include gardens such
as: Great Whitley Court (woodlands, landscaped gardens with fountains, parterres);
Whitlenge Garden (3 acres with over 800 species, water features, bog garden); Stone
House Cottage Gardens (walled garden, brick follies, climbers and adjoining nursery);
Eastgrove Cottage Garden (cloud hedge, long border, arboretum with labyrinth); Picton
Garden (NCCPG national collection of asters and nursery); Brookend House (NCCPG
national collection of nerines); Pershore College (AGS HQ); Cotswold Garden Flowers
nursery; Birmingham Botanical Gardens and Dorothy Clive Garden (woodland, mixed
borders, quarry garden). Because several of these gardens are at their best in late
summer we are planning the trip for mid September.
Look out for more details and the booking form in the May newsletter.
Sarah Edgar

Quote – Unquote
If one were as good a gardener in practice as one is in theory, what a garden would one
create!
Vita Sackville-West
The form of the orange-tree, the cocoa-nut, the mango, the tree-fern, the banana, will
remain clear and separate; but the thousand beauties which unite these into one perfect
scene must fade away; yet they will leave, like a tale told in childhood, a picture full of
indistinct, but most beautiful figures.
Charles Darwin
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41, 42, 43, Todos aqui, vamos para la autopista –
Tenerife - the view from the trenches, part the first
Many Friends will be aware that the university runs a third year undergraduate field trip
to Tenerife each November, as Nigel has frequently been involved over the years.
Cathy and I have been involved for the last five years, as members of a great team of
staff and parastaff led by Wolfgang Wüster, with the aim of giving the students
(kiddies, little darlings, vermin, depending who you are talking to) the widest possible
breadth of experience and things to make and do during the week. We were lucky to
have with us in addition to Wolfgang (El Jefe, lizard king, fluent Spanish speaker, the
loneliness of command), Adrian Bell (botanist and treehugging), Alison Bell (botany,
logistics, first aid and correcting Adrian), Chris Gliddon (ecology, population genetics
and wine tasting), Cathy (geology and volcanics expert) and Julian (geology, botany
and geography, not an expert, but good at bullying students, first aid, and reminding the
grown-ups that time is slipping on and we need to be moving on soon). This year we
were also fortunate to have Roger Thorpe and a small group of MSc students, all of
whom were there for advanced lizard fondling, but were led astray into being interested
in everything else too.

So, why Tenerife? It‟s an island about the same size as Pen Llyn, 80 km by 50 km,
situated not far north of the tropic of cancer, in the middle of the NE trade winds, and
with the stupendous volcanic peak of Mt. Teide rising up to a total height of 3700 m in
the centre of the island. This means that it provides a fantastic selection of ecological
habitats and plant communities, from hot arid beaches through moist cloud forest to the
semi alpine conditions near the top of Teide, all of which are easily accessible. For
anyone with any interest in earth sciences it‟s wonderful, with a recent and still (gently)
active volcano with a well studied and understood history. Gallotia galloti is the
dominant species of lizard on the island and their microevolution and adaptations are of
great interest if you like that sort of thing, and, even if, like me, you have no
background whatsoever in critters, they are still fascinating. Of course it also helps
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considerably that it‟s a major tourist centre and comparatively easy place to which to
take a group, and as an island it would be very hard to lose a student completely.
After four preparatory lectures, the trip really began at the students union bus stop on
Sunday morning. After herding the students onto the coaches, one for SBS, and the
other for the parallel SENRG trip (henceforth known as the Dark Side), off we went.
The whole day was spent in travelling, fighting the bureaucracy of the tour operators,
the pantomime of airport security and then the John Cleese style of the hotel manager.
Eventually everyone had rooms and food. The hotel, in Los Gigantes, was a lot more
upmarket than those in which we have previously stayed, and a visible wave of horror
washed across the faces of the mainly elderly guests with whom we were sharing.
However, during the week we were pleased at the number of the real human beings who
complimented us on the good behaviour of the entire gang, and the atmosphere eased
somewhat: in the lift one morning with a couple in their early sixties…‟Good morning,
are you with the students?‟, Thinks…Oh, lordy, what did they do last night, how can I
best apologise ….‟Yes, we are.‟, „Well are you staying here to study the mating habits
of British pensioners?‟ Excellent, that‟s the kind of oldie-mouldies I like.
At the risk of sounding like television for the hard of thinking, it was Day One on the
Tenerife Trip. Lets go to the south west corner, Playa Paraiso. Firstly we drive to a
supermarket where all 36 students are marshalled to buy a 5 l bottle of mineral water
each, which they immediately empty into the flowerbeds outside the supermarket.
Locals gather to watch, „see I told you, this happened last year and you wouldn‟t
believe me‟. Part of foreign field trips has got to be making students do ridiculous and
embarrassing things in public. These are actually the lizard traps, and, once the tops are
cut off, they are baited with overripe tomatoes and put against a dry stone wall in the
sunshine while we look at ignimbrites and plants. After twenty minutes the lizards are
rounded up and fondled. This involves selecting the adult males, up to 25 cm long, and
fishing them out of the mess of tomato goo, before subjecting them to the indignity of a
snout to vent (or nose to bum) measurement, but more importantly looking at their mate
attracting display patches. In contrast to their greyish body colour, they have, where
human males have red sports cars and fat wallets, a variety of bright blue patches on
their cheeks, shoulders and sides, and colourful stripes across their backs. The lizardy
project is to see how this varies across the island to see if they have been affected by
coming from two original separate populations on the initial precursor islands in the
east and west of Tenerife, or if the populations have differentiated due to the differing
ecologies of the lush north and arid south of the island. There are also geckos under
stones, removing any sense of scientific objectivity as they are just soooo cute,
especially hanging underneath your palm as you rotate it, my little grabby pads can
hang on to your skin as I look at you with my big eyes. The plants are pretty
uninspiring though, so let‟s go to Güimar. In the south east of the island the malpais
(badlands) is an area of lavaflows reaching the coast. Off the bus, set the traps, have
picnic lunch, collect the lizards, measure and check their display patches. Walk a
couple of hundred metres to look at the plant community on the badlands. The lava has
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begun to be colonised after ten thousand years (I think) but the plant diversity is still
limited. We find the candelabra euphorbia Euphorbia canariensis and other examples
of adaptations to arid life. Sometimes we have fleshy stems, or die back to nothing
before starting again, or have photosynthetic stems because leaves are too much effort
to hang on to during dry periods. The lava is blocky and sharp to walk on, meaning
formation with a cool surface and mobile sub surface, here and there are areas of
pahoehoe ropey texture „rumpled custard skin‟ lava showing low viscosity and high
temperatures. On the beach is a strandline of loose bits of pumice, which is the frozen
froth of a violent eruption - shake a beer can and open it, this is the kind of stuff that
comes out first and sets as it falls to earth. The pumice is so full of air it floats in a
lizard trap full of seawater.
This year the rock pools are no good because the swell is too high - no red legged crabs
this year. On the way home we call at El Médano, a hot dry version of Abermenai
point. No one walking dogs here, it‟s blowing twenty five kts, and the blowing sand
flays everyones legs. The kitesurfers are loving it, and so are a few plants, living in
conditions as extreme as those in which David Attenborough‟s Antarctic penguins
shuffle around. Its hot, it‟s windy, it‟s dry as a bone, there‟s no nutrients, and the sand
is full of salt. Bring it on say the species who live there. We‟ve got waxy epidermises,
sunken stomata, fleshy leaves and all the rest of the xerophytic adaptions that enable
life to survive somewhere only athletic German tourists would want to visit. Last year
in the lagoon there was a whimbrel, but the bird freaks found nothing interesting this
time. Lets go home. The „officer‟s mess‟, or „quality assurance debrief session‟ for the
staff follows. Over a beer or two we discuss the day, plan the activities of the morrow
and relax. The children already know that to interrupt unless there is a life and death
crisis will mean immediate module failure. The bar appears to be run by Miss Basildon
1986, it takes three days to find somewhere run by a genuine Canarian. End of day one.
Juan Jose, our driver, is ready at 0900, and we get the last of the lads on at ten past. He
laughs when I say “Buenas tardes señores”, good afternoon gentlemen. If you spend
your life driving coachloads of people to tourist sites it must be a subject of
conversation with your friends if you have a week stopping at bizarre places and being
required to thread a huge coach through the narrow twisty mountain roads so people
can look at plants and do inappropriate things to the wildlife. He‟s an important part of
the team and we‟re all grateful he is so obliging. I managed to communicate to the
mumsy hotel receptionist that we were catching and studying the lizards and she was
horrified that anyone would want to touch them. No lizards today however, it‟s much
more about rocks and plants. We climb steeply up from sea level, ears popping as we
pass different zones of cultivation, from bananas and tomatoes in huge tented shelters,
vines, maize and potatoes and salad crops in small terraced fields, before the coach
reaches the height of the top of Snowdon at Chio and we enter the Corona Forestal, the
crown of trees that rings the island. Pinus canariensis, the canary pine, forms a bizarre
landscape, as a near monoculture from 1000 m to almost 2000 m as we enter the
caldera. Here, it really is a lunar landscape, and most of the bus actually appears
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interested. We stop below Las Narices del Teide, the nostrils of Teide, site of a
comparatively recent eruption, and look at the desolation. Cathy talks about the
processes and magma composition and stuff, it‟s very interesting but her spiel is
overwhelmed by the bleak otherness of our situation, we do really appear to be on the
marches of Mordor. Back in the bus and through the Boca Tauce and back out into the
forest to Las Lajas. Here there s a chance to look closely at the canary pines, see my
triple needles, my thick, fire resistant bark, and the ability to make new shoots from my
trunk after fire mean that many of the trees resemble bottle brushes, just trunks, with
many short stumpy branches. There‟s a bit of an understory but not much, but there are
blue chaffinches, and a woodpecker for the ornithologists. Back into the caldera again,
and to Roques de Garcia after the obligatory team photo. Los Roques provide a
panorama of the caldera, a plant community able to deal with temperatures from plus 35
to minus 15 degrees and more snow than rain, not much of either, and best of all, a
lunch café and loos. It‟s still only a staging post though but the main attraction is
definitely ON, we can see the cable car moving, there is no problem with high winds or
bad conditions at the summit. At the lower station we queue and join the cable car for
the 1500 m journey up to the top. Stepping out at 3500 m one is immediately aware
that most of the atmosphere is now below us. It‟s harder to breathe, and students who
run up steps give up quickly. I am sure we should do something properly here, we have
40 people, who appear to be affected by the altitude in ways which are impossible to
correlate with age, gender, physical condition, physical build etc. I just feel like I‟ve
been in the pub too long at lunchtime and steadily walk one of the summit paths with
the MRes crew to somewhere we are invisible to the national park wardens, because
once a year I get the chance to encourage students to do volcano fondling. There are
several gently steaming fumeroles close to the path where it is possible to stick your
arm, in a James Herriot kind of way, inside a volcano. Marvellous. After you have
inserted your hand up to your elbow for about ten seconds, its too hot to keep it there.
The condensed moisture means your hand drips when you withdraw it. The smell is
sometimes hydrogen sulphide, and sometimes just sulphurous, and, here at the absolute
edge of the world, there is still life. Around the mouth of one of the fumeroles there is a
definite faint coating of green. I‟m sure Nigel would know exactly what it was, and
what it had for breakfast, but I‟m just pleased to see that some form of slime mould, or
bacteria, or algae, or something you might find at the back of the fridge, can make a
living here.
From the top one can see the entire island. The caldera forms the centre, the huge
crater, 10 km in diameter was formed when the volcano violently exploded in a Mount
St Helens kind of way, with material equivalent to ten times the volume of Snowdon
being blasted outwards, leaving high rock walls forming the edges of the caldera. We
can also see the cloud sea clearly, on the north of the island the moist trade winds are
lifted up from the ocean to form a continuous cloud layer lapping against the island at
about 2000 m. To the south the view down to the arid coast is uninterrupted. The final
act of the day is a visit to a field of lava tubes, relics of an eruption that has left tunnels
which once contained molten rock flowing at 1000 degrees through channels the size of
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underground train tunnels. Fabulous eerie environment with skylights to the surface,
and beautiful formations within, the only signs of life being spider webs on parts of the
ceiling.
Day three is a more civilised affair, we travel to the north coast with the contrast
between south and north being obvious as soon as we cross the divide and start
descending. There are brambles, gorse and heather, like North Wales in the summer,
except for the bougainvilleas and Norfolk pines in people‟s gardens. At Icod de los
Vinos is a botanic garden with an extensive collection of endemic species including an
impressive example of the iconic dragon tree, Dracaena draco and many other species,
all labelled and neatly laid out. The occasional monarch butterfly flits and glides
between the trees, and alights on a three metre high poinsettia, just like the Christmas
pot plants here, except its happy and contented being a large shrub in this climate. Of
course, before the plants, we have to lay out the lizard traps and, after half an hour or
so, collect them to find that the display patches are very much more obvious, and
colourful, than either venue in the south. After measuring and collecting data we travel
to Garachico for lunchtime rest and recreation, although the natural bathing pools are
too rough for swimming this year. However the town is the first „real‟ place that we
have visited, a sleepy backwater, there for the benefit of Canarians rather than tourists.
After lunch, the final visit of the day is to Puerto de la Cruz, which hosts the Jardin de
Aclimatación, a splendid botanic garden originally planted to evaluate novel species of
trees and plants discovered in central and southern America during the Spanish age of
exploration. It‟s now a 5 acre haven of peace in a busy town, and boasts an enormous
collection of exotics, including a massive Lord Howe fig Ficus macrophylla ssp.
columnaris, possibly the largest living organism I have ever seen. There are terrapins
in the ornamental pool, and dragonflies the size of small helicopters. Cycads, palms,
and stunning flowers, fruits that have not yet made it as far as Tesco in Caernarfon, all
in this formal and strangely suburban setting. We follow Adrian and Alison around, as
each specimen prompts a detailed explanation of habit and behaviour. Only the really
hard core lizard freaks are still scratching about in the undergrowth, everyone else is
spellbound by the astonishing breadth of creation, sorry, evolution, that can produce
such a variety of green lifeforms.
Next time (May issue)…
Thursday – no sun, will the lizards come out? A certain Malvacae, a shrine to Nigel,
volcanic blackheads, Cath and the man from the national park
Friday – a closed gorgewalk, a day extemporaire? Layered rock cake, a movie, a bomb,
and trees with beards
Saturday – minibuses to the end of the world, Gallotia mythicus, an endangered species,
a derelict greenhouse complex and the sorriest plants in the world
Sunday – do we have to go home?
Julian Bridges
Dormice in Conwy Area
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Dormice using nest boxes in Conwy
Imagine, you creep up on a dormouse box, block the small exit hole at the back with a
cloth and tentatively lift the lid up, inch by inch. You wonder to yourself - will it be
empty, will it have an old wren‟s nest in again – or, will it be wasps nest? But this time,
as shafts of light enter the box, you are overjoyed when on a bed of autumn leaves lie
these two adorable creatures. The golden face, pink nose and furry tail confirm them to
be just what you were hoping for: dormice.
Hazel Dormouse, Muscardinus avellanarius, are a rare sight in Conwy outside of
Snowdonia National Park. Up until September this year, they were only known to be at
one site; a site near Abergele. Over the past few years, about 250 dormouse boxes have
been put up at suitable sites in the Conwy Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP) area,
in the hope that they would provide a home for dormice. Natural nest sites may be a
limiting factor for dormice populations and this is why nestboxes are so helpful to them.
Keen local volunteers survey the boxes throughout the year, but until recently, no
dormice had been found to be nesting inside. That changed in September, when the
lucky surveyors found dormice in nest boxes in a woodland near Dawn. This is the first
time that dormice had been found in the boxes in Conwy LBAP area.
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Rhian Hughes, Dormouse Project Officer
and Ellen Lees, Conwy Biodiversity
volunteer

The two dormice in this photograph were in
torpor. During cooler periods of the summer
months the dormouse goes into a semihibernation state called torpor, when the
dormouse lowers its metabolism to save fat
reserves. In the Spring, Summer and Autumn
dormice make a ball shaped nest out of
stripped honeysuckle bark and leaves. All in
all, dormice are very difficult to see as they
are nocturnal, spend most of their time up
trees and hibernate underground in the
Winter, so the survey team are very lucky.

The survey and monitoring of the boxes is carried out under licence as part of the
Dormouse Project, which is led by the North Wales Wildlife Trust, in partnership with
the Conwy Biodiversity Partnership and others.
If you would like to find out more about this or other biodiversity projects in Conwy,
please contact Anne Butler, Biodiversity Project Officer on 01492 575 123 or
anne.butler@conwy.gov.uk
Anne Butler

Donations
Many thanks to Greenwood Forest Park for their generous donation of £500 to the
Friends, and also to Dru Yoga, Bethesda for their donation of £200.
We are also grateful to Bangor U3A and Pauline Davies for their donations.
Sarah Edgar
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Pen Llŷn a’r Sarnau SAC - What lies beneath…
If you were to take an underwater journey along the coast of Pen Llŷn and north
Cardigan Bay you would encounter many extraordinary places from rocky shores
carpeted in limpets, hermit crabs and gobies to the deep waters of Bardsey Island
patrolled by 10 meter long basking sharks and dolphins leaping through the waves.

Common Dolphins

Because of all these varied and unusual landscapes and the wealth of sea life that have
made it their home, the sea around Pen Llŷn and north Cardigan Bay is protected as part
of a large Special Area of Conservation (SAC) called Pen Llŷn a‟r Sarnau. The SAC
covers a huge area from Nefyn on the north coast of the Llŷn down to about a mile
north of Aberystwyth. The area covers 230km of coastline and is the second largest
SAC in the UK!
Pen Llŷn itself is almost completely surrounded by reefs that are interspersed by
fantastic sea caves. In Aberdaron we recorded 70 different animals living on one single
bit of seaweed! North Cardigan Bay is famous for its estuaries and the amazing Sarnau
reef; fantastic habitats which are teaming with life.
Dolphins and seals are often spotted
in the SAC. The unique deep waters
around Bardsey Island attract many
whales and dolphins that usually
prefer offshore waters, providing us
with a great opportunity to spot some
magnificent creatures such as Risso‟s
dolphins and Minke whales. The
Sarnau reefs are a hotspot for feeding
bottlenose dolphins and a large
population is based in Cardigan Bay
all year round, with smaller groups
often spotted further north around the
coast of Anglesey and Gwynedd.

Bottlenose Dolphin
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Bottlenose Dolphin

Many projects are underway to help
protect our beautiful coastline and the
delicate marine environment.
For
example, pot fishermen on Pen Llŷn are
leading the way by using lobster pots with
escape hatches to allow undersized
juvenile lobsters to escape. This is a
fantastic project that has helps the
environment and the fishermen alike by
helping to secure the future of the lobster
population.

Other projects around the site include the
installation of an interpretation picnic
bench at Porth Dinllaen and interpretation panels at various other locations. In 2010 a
new project will be targeting the problem of litter on the coast and in the marine
environment, and in conjunction with the Marine Conservation Society the Cool Seas
Roadshow will once again be visiting many of Gwynedd‟s Primary Schools. These are
in addition to the constant work of monitoring and managing the site, and educating
local people and visitors alike about this special site that is on our doorstep but hidden
beneath the waves. For more information about these and other projects, or to take part
yourself; please visit us at www.penllynarsarnau.co.uk, or Contact Dafydd Jones, SAC
Officer (01286 679495), e-mail address: dafyddgeralltjones@gwynedd.gov.uk

Conservation of the Old Pond at Treborth
Whilst work on the new pond was making steady progress, a serious problem was
identified with the existing pond. Over the last two to three years the pond has become
overgrown with the alien macrophyte Crassula helmsii (Australian swamp stonecrop or
New Zealand pigmy weed). This is a relatively inconspicuous plant with small simple
leaves bearing insignificant white flowers in the leaf axils in the summer. Despite its
apparent insignificance, it is capable of prodigious growth both in water down to a
depth of 3 metres and on wet mud.
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In the Treborth pond it was present throughout the pond and had formed a dense
mattress which was inexorably suppressing other plants and rapidly covering the whole
surface of the pond leaving very few clear water areas.
Whilst the over-luxuriant Crassula growth was affecting the other plants it was almost
certainly having a much greater impact on the overall bio-diversity of the pond. Many
animal species rely on the presence of clear open water for reproduction and feeding.
There was particular concern for the populations of Dragonflies and Damsel flies which
need open water to allow their voracious nymphs to feed and need tall vegetation for
emergence. There was also a risk to the populations of Palmate newts, Frogs and
Toads, the latter two requiring clear open water for successful spawning and all of them
needing open water to allow the tadpoles to feed successfully.
Crassula helmsii is a notoriously difficult plant to eliminate and if it was just its impact
on other plants and the open water that was a problem then we could have managed the
problem by removing excess Crassula by hand whenever it became a visible problem.
However, life in conservation is never that simple. The construction of the new larger
pond was progressing and it was realised that unless we took action it was very likely
that the new pond would also become over-run with Crassula and many of the hoped
for benefits of the new pond would be lost. We had to eliminate, or at least minimise,
the risk of Crassula transferring to the new pond.
Crassula helmsii can be moved from pond to pond by human activities as simple as
walking from one pond to another with a tiny piece of Crassula in the tread of a boot
sole – Crassula can regenerate from pieces of stem only a few millimetres long. Water
birds and aquatic mammals were also identified as potential vectors. However, during
the summer it became clear that the greatest risk was probably uncontrolled dogs using
the pond as a play-area. Whilst most dog-walkers exercise good control over their
dogs, a small minority allow them to run free and are happy to see their dog playing in
the pond.
Once it was clear that simple control measures were never going to eliminate the risk,
we took the difficult decision to try and eliminate Crassula from the pond. To do this
meant removing all the existing plant material, including the roots, to an area well away
from the other compost heaps and having a plan to remove all re-emergent Crassula in
the following years until it was, hopefully, eliminated. The big challenge was retaining
the bio-diversity in the pond whilst removing the plant material at the same time. So far
we have been removing the plants progressively, leaving islands of established plants
for emergent insects and as habitat for other aquatic animals but by January 2010 all the
visible plants from in the pond and around the margins should have been removed
leaving a bare water surface. This rather austere pond should still be suitable for Frog
and Toad spawning and natural productivity should enable a successful metamorphosis
of the tadpoles. The newts will fare far less well unless we have the new pond ready
into which to transfer them. Many of the molluscs may also suffer from a lack of plant
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material but the new pond should enable new mollusc populations to develop rapidly.
If we provide bamboo canes in the pond the Dragonflies and Damselflies should be able
to emerge successfully and hopefully lay eggs in the new pond.
We have been retaining specimens of the principal macrophyte species in a quarantine
tank and we will probably have to quarantine any animals such as newts that we wish to
move from the old pond to the new.
The ongoing issue we will have is, that despite our best efforts, Crassula helmsii will
re-merge in the pond, if only from new seedlings. Although we will continue to remove
it whenever it is seen, the risk of transfer from pond to pond by uncontrolled dogs and
other means remains high. The cleared pond is also likely to be attractive to children
but it is surprisingly deep and there could be a significant risk of a child getting into
difficulties in the water. In order to minimise these risks, the old pond will be
contained within a fence, probably of hazel hurdles, to prevent direct, unsupervised
access by the public.
In the long term, it is hoped that the old pond, freed from Crassula, will be returned as
an important reserve of aquatic biodiversity.
Andrew Dixon

Bird’s-nest Orchid rediscovered at Treborth
One of the highlights of 2009 was the rediscovery of Bird‟s-nest Orchid (Neottia nidusavis) in the woodland at Treborth, the last previous record for the botanic garden having
been in 1980. This exciting find was accomplished by entomologist and natural
historian, John Bratton accompanied by the local vice county recorder for the Botanical
Society of the British Isles, Wendy McCarthy.
John and Wendy were aware of the earlier records of this orchid and timed their search
to coincide with its short flowering period in May and early June. On 18 May they
found two flower spikes overlooking the Menai Strait halfway between the two bridges
and within 80 metres of the sites known in the late seventies and in 1980. In addition
they located one seed head from 2008 a few metres from this year‟s flowering
specimens. The site is in deciduous woodland at the top of a north facing cliff above
the Strait. The plants are located in a shady situation beneath mature Lime (Tilia x.
europaea) with an understorey of hazel (Corylus avellana). There is a reasonably deep
accumulation of leaf litter.
Bird‟s-nest Orchid is unusual among British Orchids in that it is a saprotroph requiring
fungi for its nutrition as it lacks chlorophyll and is unable to photosynthesise. The only
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other saprotrophic orchids in Britain are the very rarely recorded Ghost Orchid
(Epipogium aphyllum), restricted to a few beech woodlands on base rich soils in
Herefordshire, Shropshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire, and Coralroot Orchid
(Corallorhiza trifida) associated with birch, pine, alder and willow on somewhat acidic
soils in Scotland and northern England. The Bird‟s-nest Orchid is much more
widespread than either of these other saprotrophic orchids being distributed throughout
the length and breadth of the British Isles though no-where common and decidedly
local in the north. Further afield it may be looked for in Central Europe, the mountains
of the western Mediterranean, the Caucasus, and Turkey, and further east as far as the
Pacific coast of Asia.
Bird‟s-nest Orchid is generally associated with base rich soils and heavy shade; indeed
the first record for Treborth consisted of a single flower head beneath dense laurel
(Prunus laurocerasus) next to an old limestone boundary wall in the woodland. This
year‟s site is somewhat more open with a humus rich soil of pH 6.0.
The flowers are rather insignificant, being a dull brownish- yellow and no more than
2cm. in diameter. Despite this they attract small crawling insects for pollination and
abundant dust-like seed results, eventually dispersed by air currents, probably over a
considerable distance. It is interesting to note that in the last ten years Bird‟s-nest
Orchid has turned up on Anglesey for the first time and the site is 2km downwind of
Treborth as the seed flies, well within the natural seed dispersal range of an orchid.
The development of seedlings in this species is peculiar in that they rely totally on
infection with a fungus for their survival. The first structure produced by the seedling
is known as a protocorm or mycorhizome. It is a peg shaped, fleshy structure which
quickly develops short, stubby roots thickly covered in epidermal hairs which naturally
become heavily impregnated with fungal threads (hyphae). What is fascinating about
Bird‟s-nest Orchid is the choice of fungi for this very intimate association. The orchid
effectively parasitizes the symbiotic mycorrhizal association of nearby trees and shrubs.
It is now understood that little known species of Sebacina fungi are involved. This
group of heterobasidiomycete fungi form symbiotic relationships with the roots of some
familiar native trees and shrubs such as hazel. The Bird‟s-nest Orchid high-jacks the
normal tree-fungus association exploiting the nutrient gathering capacity of the
Sebacina fungus for its own ends. Over a period of 5-10 years the mycorhizome
enlarges and builds up an irregular mass of fleshy roots bearing a resemblance to the
untidy nests of pigeons and crows, hence the vernacular name. Each root is intimately
associated with the Sebacina fungus and the Bird‟s-nest Orchid has no need for leaves
and light to grow. Eventually there is enough food reserve in the mycorhizome to allow
for the development of a flower shoot, an intermittent event in the intriguing, largely
hidden life of this mysterious orchid.
Nigel Brown
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Looking Underground - The role of the Treborth Rhizotron
The vast majority of vegetation is not eaten alive, it dies of old age, so decomposer
organisms that live on dead plants are very important ecologically, and are normally
found below the ground surface in soil or litter. In addition we often forget that in
grasslands 40-60% of all plant production occurs underground so that soil-dwelling
herbivores are also likely to be an important component of the soil fauna. All these
soil-living creatures will have predators, parasites and mutualists, so it is not surprising
that 95% of insects spend at least part of their lives underground, or that over 95% of
the total weight of living organisms in grasslands at any one time will be in the soil.
Despite the fact that the soil is where the real action is, our knowledge of the ecology
and activity of soil animals is greatly impeded by the difficulty of observing them. This
has usually been done by extracting them from the soil and studying them in simplified
artificial laboratory conditions. We wanted to watch them as far as was possible, living
normal lives undisturbed in their natural habitat, and to that end we decided to build a
Rhizotron (from the two Greek words Rhiza – a root, and the suffix tron, an instrument
or machine).

The preliminary 1983 rhizotron (top Right) and the large 1987 rhizotron (foreground)
showing the exclusion cages (right).
In 1983 the technical staff of the School of Animal Biology built a small trial rhizotron
which was used by the late Alan Carpenter to study the growth of grassland roots, and
the animals feeding on them. This small building can still be seen, it only had 8
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windows looking out into the soil, but the results obtained earned Alan his PhD. As a
consequence of this experience, four members of staff in biological sciences, J M
Cherrett, J B Ford, G R Sagar and R Whitbread applied to the Agriculture and Fisheries
Research Council for a grant to build a much larger one with 34 windows, to allow
replicated experiments to be carried out, and this was completed in 1987. By enclosing
the windows on the north side in cages with nylon mesh of different sizes, and by
treating the soil with various pesticides, a team of research students and assistants were
able to see the effects of removing insects or worms on the growth of grasses. Most of
this work was done by directly watching and measuring root growth, and the effects
that soil animals have. Some animals such as earthworms, slugs, millipedes, the
Dipluran Campodea lankestri, springtails, wireworms, fly larvae and aphids were seen
eating the roots directly. We could watch the aphids being tended and moved about by
ants. Other animals such as earthworms, slugs, woodlice, Campodea and collembolans
ate the symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi, important sources of nutrients for many plants.
The burrowing habits of Earthworms are particularly important. They provide soil
aeration and drainage, they allow animals which cannot dig their own tunnels access to
the deeper layers of the soil, and plant roots often grow down earthworm burrows as a
line of least resistance. By pulling living and dead leaves down into their burrows,
worms help incorporate vegetable matter into the soil, and as they often line their
burrows with their own faeces, burrow walls are a rich source of nutrients for fungi and
plant roots.

Mr. Nur Tjahjadi observing soil animals behind a rhizotron window using a suspended
binocular microscope.
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The primitive wingless insect Campodea
lankestri feeding on a root

A root growing down an earthworm burrow
which is lined with faeces

As a result of regular detailed surveys made between May 1989 and October 1990, we
were able to publish the first quantitative food web of the animals living underground
and the food they were exploiting, employing direct field observations.
An animal new to us was the slug Boettgerilla palens only introduced into Britain in
1972 from the Caucasus. It is extremely thin and worm-like, it is easily mistaken for a
worm, and it spends its time crawling around in earthworm burrows. Small wonder it
had not been found here until the rhizotron was built.
By using a time-lapse camera, taking one picture by electronic flash every minute or so,
we obtained speeded-up sequences which enabled us to study what happens to the
resting stages of insects, and even to dead animals in the soil. Eventually they are
located, although in such a dense medium as soil, we are not sure how, and then
attacked by beetles and fly larvae. A sobering thought for us all as we contemplate
recycling!
Malcolm Cherrett
We hope to include in the next issue of the newsletter in May an update on research possibilities
using the Rhizotron by students and staff in the School of Biological Sciences.
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Hoodia – from the Desert to the High Street
Hoodia is a genus of stem succulents from western South Africa, Namibia, southern
Angola and Botswana. Their spiny stems and lack of leaves often lead to confusion, as
with many other African stem succulents (Euphorbias etc.), with true cacti (e.g.
Thompson, 2003). Hoodias were members of the Asclepiadaceae (containing
milkweeds, Dutchman‟s pipes and several genera of African succulents). Now, for
reasons of phylogenetic consistency, they are placed in a subfamily (Asclepiadoideae)
of the expanded family Apocynaceae (Endress and Bruyns, 2002). There are about 13
species of Hoodia that are currently recognised, but the one that has received most
attention is Hoodia gordonii (Masson) Sweet ex Decne. This was originally named
Stapelia gordonii (by Francis Masson in 1796) after Col. R.J. Gordon who made a
drawing of a plant found in the Orange River area in about 1779. The large, concave
flowers and tall seed pods of this species are quite striking, especially on large, old
clumps in habitat (see photographs below, taken in Damaraland, Namibia in June 1996,
but when the plants were not in flower).

So why can you now find Hoodia pills in shops on the high street and, of course,
offered on the internet? A brief history of developments is necessary:

1995

For at least 20,000 years, San (and other) hunters used Hoodia stems to
alleviate hunger and thirst during long trips in the deserts of southern Africa.
After many years of investigation into the properties of native plants used by
the San people (projects started as early as 1963), the South African CSIR
(Council for Scientific and Industrial Research) filed a patent application in
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1998

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005
2006

2008

South Africa describing the use of Hoodia species and their constituents as
appetite suppressants. Subsequently patents were taken out in other
countries.
CSIR licensed Phytopharm to develop and commercialise the active
ingredient in Hoodia, a steroidal glycoside known as P57. Phytopharm sublicensed the development to Pfizer.
An article in The Observer alerted the San and NGOs concerned with their
welfare to the patents based on their traditional knowledge, and their case was
taken up by the lawyer Roger Chennells.
CSIR and the South African San Council drew up a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) that recognised the traditional knowledge of the San,
and included a commitment to benefit sharing.
The MoU was signed. Pfizer withdrew from commercialisation of P57 –
reportedly (Lee and Balick, 2007) because of the adverse effects of other
Hoodia constituents.
Some commercial herbal products sold as Hoodia appetite suppressants were
shown to be scams and contained little or no Hoodia. In South Africa the
Biodiversity Act 10 provided for benefit-sharing agreements with holders of
traditional knowledge (i.e. the San). Hoodia species were placed on
Appendix II of CITES. Unilever took over the development of P57.
The San Hoodia Benefit Sharing Trust was registered, and payments were
received by San Councils in Namibia, Botswana and South Africa.
A benefit sharing agreement for payment of 6% of sales of raw Hoodia to the
San was signed between the San and the South African Hoodia Growers. The
agreement was later widened to include all Hoodia growers and provincial
governments. One estimate is that the San received the equivalent of over
50,000 Euro up to early 2009 (Bavikatte et al., quoted in Sajeva, 2009).
Unilever pulled out of the agreement with Phytopharm in November 2008.

It is somewhat ironic that a resource used by people living a nutritionally limited
lifestyle is being used to limit the effects of excessive nutrient intake in Western
Society! The San, in particular, have had a raw deal since the invasion of their lands by
other African tribes even before the start of European settlement in southern Africa, and
while there is some hope in the implementation of benefit sharing agreements, the
Hoodia story is not straightforward. The San are not a single entity and exist in widely
scattered groups and settlements. How, for example, can the benefits be shared among
the whole San community? There are also other groups, such as the Nama, who were
not included in the benefit sharing agreements, but who also knew the properties of
Hoodia.
Another complication is the distribution of Hoodia across several different countries,
and the differences in legislation between those countries and at national and
international levels. Some progress was made with the establishment of the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD) after the Rio summit in 1992, and particularly the
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framework for Access and Benefits Sharing (ABS) of States‟ genetic resources and of
indigenous and local communities‟ traditional knowledge. A recurring problem is
establishing exactly who has (or had) exploitable traditional knowledge. Further
information on the complications of the Hoodia/San story can be found in Chennells
(2007) and Sajeva (2009).
While most attention has been focussed on H. gordonii, other species have similar
properties and in some cases face a greater threat of extinction, not only from
commercial collection but also from habitat destruction and climate change. Hoodia
pilifera, until the early 1990s one of a number of species included in the now defunct
genus Trichocaulon (Bruyns, 1993), also contains the appetite-suppressing glycosides
and is reported to be preferred by the San people (van Heerden et al., 2007). Since
2004 all Hoodia species have been listed in Appendix II of CITES (Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora). Appendix II includes
species that are not immediately threatened with extinction, but may become so unless
exploitation of wild populations and international trade are strictly managed. This
should offer some protection from collection and export of wild plants, but there is a
footnote that exempts all parts and derivatives bearing a label “Produced from Hoodia
spp. material obtained through controlled harvesting and production in collaboration
with the CITES Management Authorities of Botswana/Namibia/South Africa under
agreement no. BW/NA/ZA xxxxxx” (CITES, 2009). The guidelines include not
destructively harvesting from the wild (by taking only one third of the stem length), but
whether such controls can be enforced in the sparsely inhabited home of Hoodia is open
to question.
Although cultivation of Hoodia in temperate climates requires some skill, in desert
areas it does not seem to present too many difficulties and it is now commercially
viable. This should relieve the pressure on the wild populations. The problem has been
that the demand for Hoodia products has built up very rapidly within a few years and
has exceeded the supply.
There are still doubts about the efficacy and ultimate safety of Hoodia preparations, and
remarkably few clinical trials in humans to support the claims for products on the
market. On the other hand, there are many companies prepared to sell such products,
especially through the internet. Unless their commercial claims can be verified
independently, the safest advice is „buyer beware‟!
John Gorham
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ABERCONWY
NURSERY
The Welsh Alpine
Plant Specialists

Interesting home grown alpine plants, including dionysia, androsace, saxifrage, gentians and dwarf ericaceous
subjects as well as other choice plants all grown on our attractive hillside nursery in the Conwy Valley,
overlooking the Carneddau
On a minor road just off the A470, about 2 miles north of
Bodnant Gardens we‟re open in the Spring, Summer and
early Autumn but never on a Monday.

Graig, Glan Conwy, LL28 5TL. Tel. (01492) 580875
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Your Renewed Subscriptions please!
Some of you who pay your subs annually may not yet have renewed your membership
for this subscription year (Oct 09-Oct 10). If this has jolted your memory please could
you renew now. Please note the slightly increased amounts and the option to pay a
concessionary rate. Our subscriptions are very good value compared with other Botanic
Gardens, and we really do need your contributions towards the maintenance and
development of Treborth.
If you pay annually by cheque or cash, please could you consider changing this to a
Standing Order to your bank – a section on the membership form needs to be completed
for this. It cuts down administrative work and you don‟t have to do anything once it
has been set up.
As we have mentioned before, from October 2009 we have changed our bank from
Barclays to the Co-op Bank. This means that those of you who pay via a Standing
Order will need to cancel your previous mandate in favour of Barclays and complete a
new one for the Co-op if you have not already done so.
There is also a Gift Aid Declaration section on the membership form to fill in which
will give us extra money.
A membership form was enclosed in the previous newsletter or I can send you another
on request, or please go to our website (www.treborthbotanicgarden.org) where you
will find a form to print out.
If we do not hear from you, regretfully this will be the last newsletter we send you. We
would love to be able to send newsletters to everyone who shows an interest in Treborth
but we need to keep our administrative costs to a minimum.

Angela Thompson, Membership Secretary
tel 01248 712564, or email on: act.celyn@gmail.com
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Etm Books – Anglesey
Natural History books bought and sold
Rare, antiquarian and general
Your ‘wants list’ welcome
Occasional catalogues issued
Contact : Nigel Jones

Etm-books@zen.co.uk

A WORLD OF FERNS
We have the widest variety of ferns and tree ferns available in the UK

As a keen gardener, or specialist collector, you are bound to find
something here for you
Open all the year, but best to ring first
Catalogues on request. Please enclose 5x1st class stamps
Special 10o/o discount for FRIENDS OF TREBORTH
We aim to provide the highest quality plants and service
Carreg y Fedwen (day)
Pentir (evening)
Lon Rallt (mobile)

Phone: 01248 600385
01248 677641
07875093352

Bangor
Gwynedd
LL57 4RP

email : info@world-of-ferns.uk.co.uk
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